Offline evaluations of recommender systems attempt to estimate users' satisfaction with recommendations using static data from prior user interactions. These evaluations provide researchers and developers with first approximations of the likely performance of a new system and help weed out bad ideas before presenting them to users. However, offline evaluation cannot accurately assess novel, relevant recommendations, because the most novel items were previously unknown to the user, so they are missing from the historical data and cannot be judged as relevant.
INTRODUCTION
Offline evaluation protocols for recommendation algorithms are designed to estimate how effective an algorithm is at delivering recommendations that users will find relevant. Significant work has gone in to refining experimental protocols and metrics to better measure recommender performance, but offline evaluation still Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. CHIIR '20, March 14-18, 2020, Vancouver, BC, Canada © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6892-6/20/03. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3343413.3378004 faces a fundamental difficulty: most of the data we need for a robust evaluation -user response to various items -is missing. In particular, we only have data on items to which the user was somehow exposed, through an existing recommender system or other discovery mechanisms. Offline evaluation cannot accurately measure the effectiveness of truly novel recommendations: if a recommender algorithm reliably finds items the user has never heard of, but would enjoy, the evaluation protocol will either ignore those recommendations or judge them to be irrelevant.
The existence of this problem (and related problems with missing data in recommender evaluation) is well-documented [3, 6, 7, 10] . However, we do not yet understand the impact of this missing data: how frequently, and by how much, does it lead recommender system evaluations astray?
In this paper, we present a simulation study that estimates the extent of errors caused by missing relevance data. We simulate a data generation process consisting of complete preference data followed by observations (in the form of purchases or other consumption activities), and use these to compare evaluation results on observable data with results on complete data. One outcome of this process is an estimate of how the offline evaluation would treat a perfect recommender, implemented as an oracle with access to the true preference data. By varying the models and parameters in this process, we assess the sensitivity of our results to assumptions about preference and observation. We use public data sets in multiple domains to calibrate the simulation to produce realistic observation data. Our analysis addresses the following questions:
RQ1 Which models produce more realistic simulations? RQ2 What error does missing data cause in evaluation metrics? RQ3 How do assumptions about data affect metric error? RQ4 What incorrect decisions does missing data cause?
Our here is to model the underlying process assumed by offline evaluation and estimate its error on its own terms. Other work will need to estimate errors resulting from those assumptions.
RELATED WORK
Several existing techniques attempt to measure and/or correct problems with offline evaluation. One approach is to change the experimental protocol. Bellogín [2] proposed data splitting and analysis strategies to address popularity bias; these methods affect absolute metric values, but not necessarily the relative performance of algorithms [3] . Using random subsets of the item space as candidates for recommendation may reduce the impact of unknown relevant items [7] , but it relies on unrealistically strong assumptions and likely exacerbates popularity bias [10] .
Another approach is to seek metrics that admit statistically unbiased estimators with observable data. If ratings for relevant items are missing at random, recall [19] and unnormalized DCG [17] are unbiased. But these results limit choice of metrics and depend on assumptions unlikely to hold in actual use, as relevance is not the only influence on users' choice of items to consume or rate.
Counterfactual evaluation [5, 11, 20] uses causal inference techniques -often inverse propensity scoring -to estimate how users would have responded to a different recommender algorithm. However, it is difficult to apply to commonly-used data sets and does not yield insight into the reliability of existing evaluations. It also cannot address the fundamental problem that concerns us in this work: if the user was never exposed to an item under the logging policy, the historical log data contains no information on its relevance. Such items are precisely where a recommender system can produce the most benefit in many discovery-oriented applications.
Simulation is a promising technique for studying evaluation procedures. Simulations can produce complete ground truth and corresponding observations in a controlled manner, subject to assumptions about the structure of the data generation process. Cañamares and Castells [6] used probabilistic models to better understand the impact of popularity bias, finding relationships between popularity bias and structural assumptions about the underlying data and inversions in the relative performance of collaborative filtering algorithms between complete and observable data in some cases.
SIMULATION METHODS
To estimate error distributions, we simulate the entire recommender system data collection and evaluation process. Figure 1 shows our simulation architecture; it models the user interaction that is fundamentally assumed by offline evaluation: users like items, and consume items that they (usually) like, producing records such as views or ratings that can be used to train and evaluate recommender systems. We begin by generating (binary) user-item relevance data, then sample purchase observations from this complete truth. We tune simulation parameters to mimic key statistics of existing public data sets, ensuring realism of simulated data. 1 We then split simulated observations into training and test data, generate recommendations for the simulated users, and measure the quality of these recommendations using both the observed test data and the underlying true preferences as ground truth. This is the key capability our simulations enable: with access to ground truth data, because it is generated by the simulator, we can measure what the precision or reciprocal rank of a recommendation list would be if the data set were not missing data and compare it to the metric obtained from the observable data an experiment would ordinarily employ. We can therefore compute a first approximation of the error in experimental results where we cannot access unbiased truth. The simulated true preferences also enable us to test experimental protocols on an oracle recommender that omnisciently returns the most relevant items, irrespective of observation process.
True Preference Models
We use two models to simulate items being relevant to users. Both simulation strategies produce a set U of users and setsĨ u ⊆ I of items relevant to each user. We abbreviate here for space; the appendix documents full parameterizations. The first is preferential attachment, implemented as the three-parameter generalized Indian buffet process (IBP) [21] . This model is capable of producing data exhibiting power law behavior, unlike a traditional IBP. The IBP model assumes that users like items independently; the users who like item i are independent from those users who like the item j. This property allows us to scale up the simulation size through parallelism at the expense of realism.
The second is symmetric latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [4] . Exploiting correlations between items is fundamental to many recommendation techniques; latent feature models such as LDA provide a way to simulate such correlations.
Observation Process
We employ two models to produce a set of observable rated items I u ⊆Ĩ u for each user from their simulated preferences. Both models start with n u , the number of items a user will consume; since each observable user rates at least one item and user activity levels follow a heavy-tailed distribution, we draw n u from a truncated Pareto distribution rounded to an integer in the range [1, |Ĩ u |]. 2 Uniform samples n u items uniformly at random fromĨ u . This implements the assumption that observations of relevant items are missing-at-random (MAR), so we can to compare simulation results with unbiased estimators relying on this assumption [19] .
Popular operationalizes the idea that users are more likely to rate items that they are exposed to, and that they are more likely to be exposed to popular items. This is one way in which observed data may violate typical MAR assumptions. This strategy samples items with probability proportional to |Ũ i | (whereŨ i is the set of users who like item i in the true preference data).
Data Sets
We set the simulation parameters by comparing their output to three data sets from different domains, summarized in Table 2 . ML1M [13] contains 1M ratings of 3,706 movies from 6,040 users, where each user has at least 20 ratings. AZM5 [14] contains 65K 5-star ratings of 3.6K digital music albums from 5.5K users; each user and item has at least 5 ratings (the "5-core"). STMV1 [18] contains 5M purchases of 11K video games by 71K Australian users of the Steam game distribution service. MovieLens and Amazon data sets are pruned [1] , but the Steam data is -to our knowledge -unpruned and accurately represents user and item distributions. 
Calibrating Simulations
We compare synthetic data from our simulator to our reference data sets using the K-L divergence [16] between synthetic and observed distributions of four key properties: item popularity, user activity, item-item correlation, and user-user correlation. We compute item popularity and user activity distributions by counting the frequency of each popularity or activity level (profile size) in the observed data set. We compute item (and user) correlation distributions by sampling 1M unique item (user) pairs, with at least 5 ratings each, from the observed data and computing the cosine similarity between their 0, 1 rating vectors. The 5-rating limit is to reduce the impact of uncorrelated pairs; when we did not do this, K-L divergence was dominated by the zeroes and did not meaningfully compare the distribution of nonzero correlations.
We used Gaussian process minimziation as implemented by scikit-optimize [15] to find model parameters that minimize the K-L divergence for a particular distribution and target data set. We optimized parameters for all four models (each combination of preference and observation model) using each distributions on each of the data sets, yielding a total of 48 tuned models.
We then retuned our models to simultaneously optimize all 4 distributions for a data set by minimizing the average relative loss across the four distributions. We define relative loss for a distribution by comparing the K-L divergence on that distribution to the best K-L divergence achieved on that data set with the singleobjective optimizations in the previous step. We computed mean relative loss across the four distributions to create a single integrated metric, weighting loss across all properties equally.
Evaluation Experiments
To simulate recommender evaluation, we held out 20% of each user's observed items as testing data, generated 50-item recommendation lists, and computed commonly-used recommendation accuracy metrics using LensKit [8] . We computed each metric two ways: once with the held-out observable test data as ground truth, and again with the simulated true preference data. We repeated each experiment, including data generation, 100 times.
The Oracle recommender uses relevant item sets to generate perfect recommendations. Popular recommends the most popular items using popularity statistics from the observable training data. Random recommends random unpurchased items for each user.
RESULTS
This section presents the results of running our simulations. Table 1 shows the performance of tuned models with respect to each reference data set, averaged over 20 runs. We show K-L divergence and relative loss for each characteristic distribution; models with the best average loss for that data set are in bold.
Calibration Results
LDA-based models fit better for ML1M and AMZM5, while the IBP-Pop fit best STMV1. The high average loss on ML1M is because single-statistic optimizations were able to obtain extremely low divergence on similarity distributions (the optimal item-item K-L divergence on ML1M was 0.002), but required significant tradeoffs on similarity distributions in order to match popularity and activity level distributions. Since the ML1M and AMZ5 are pruned, it is possible that item correlations are more important for simulating such data sets than they are for natural data sets.
Simulation Results
Our evaluation simulations address RQ2 and RQ3. We report the error of each metric, defined as M obs − M truth where M obs is the metric value using observable test data as ground truth and M truth is the value over true preference data. Figure 2 shows these errors.
With the uniform observation sampler, recall has no bias (error is symmetrically distributed about 0), consistent with its status as an unbiased estimator [19] . When observations are popularity-biased, however, observed data leads to overestimates of true recall.
Observed data generally underestimates both precision and MRR, often substantially. Since we do not simulate users consuming irrelevant items, the set of relevant items in the true data is a superset Short Paper CHIIR '20, March 14-18, 2020, Vancouver, BC, Canada of the observed items, increasing opportunity for recommendations to be "correct". For all models, observed data underestimates these metrics more for the Oracle recommender than for Popular; this calls into question an experiment's ability to assess the performance of algorithms relative to each other, particularly when one performs extremely well. An experiment would correctly conclude that Oracle beats Popular, but would over-estimate the effect size. nDCG is also biased, but its particular biases vary more between experimental conditions and recommenders. This inconsistency suggests correcting for error in nDCG would be more difficult. 
Algorithm Ranking
To address RQ4, we looked at the prevalence of rank inversions: how often would an experiment erroneously conclude that the Popular recommender is more effective than Oracle? Table 3 shows these results. While the outcomes were usually correct, in several cases they were reliably wrong. Because this happened under IBP with Popular observations, it may be due to popularity bias severely fooling the evaluator on the observable data. LDA did not produce this effect, indicating that extent of this error is sensitive to assumptions. However, the most realistic scenario we examined -the bestperforming model on the unpruned Steam data set -reliably failed to select the oracle model over the popular one.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have simulated user preference for items and resulting consumption observations in order to estimate error and bias in the results of offline evaluations of recommender systems. To maximize realism, we calibrated our simulation models to match distributions of key characteristics of public existing data sets.
With the exception of recall in the cases where it is already known to be an unbiased estimator, we find substantial errorusually underestimation -in evaluation metrics (RQ2, RQ3). Most concerningly, we find that the degree of error varies between algorithms in the same data and experimental condition, undermining estimates of relative differences in algorithm performance using offline evaluation protocols. Evaluations are also sometimes fooled into misranking algorithms. This effect is sensitive to assumptions, but in what we judge to be the most realistic scenario in our study, the evaluation is unable to reliably favor an oracle recommender over a popular-item recommender on multiple metrics (RQ4).
Simulation is a promising tool for studying recommender evaluation and its failure modes. The models here are simple; they do not account for relative preference and do not reflect users consuming the occasional item they do not like. Future work may capture a wider array of user and algorithm behavior.
